FLOW RATES AND SECONDARY STRUCTURES OF
FOX AND FRANZ ]OSEF GLACIERS, NEW ZEALAND
By BERNARD M. GUNN
(Department of Geology, University of Otago, DU'1edin, New Zealand )
ABSTRACT. Measurements have been made of the flow rates of two adjacent glaciers in \Ves tland , New
Zealand. A longitudinal flow foliation is developed in one (Franz Josef G lacier) and this was found to be
associated with more or less constant rates of flow down the length of th e glacier tongue. In the othe r (Fox
Glacier) the foliation is of the transverse type and is associated with a high strain-rate in ice unde r compression with markedly decreasing rates of flow being found down the length of the glacier. The high est
strain-rates are associated with tectonic dirt bands and thrusts.
REsUME . On a fait d es mesures d e vitesse d 'ecoulement sur d eux glaciers adjacents du Westiand , en
Nouvelle-Zelande. Une foliation dans l'ecoulement longitudinal se developpe sur I' un d 'eux (le Franz .loser
Glacier ) et I'on trouve que ceci es t en relation directe avec d es vitesses d'ecoulement plus ou moins conS lantes
tout le long de la langue du glacier. Sur l'autre glacier (le Fox Glacier), la foliation est d e type transversal , et
va de pair avec une grande vitesse de d eformation de la glace sous compression, alors que l'on a trouve d es
vitesses d'ecoulement qui diminuent sensiblement tout le long du glacier. Les vitesses de deformation les
plus grandes sont associees it des bandes limoneuses et it d es poussees d 'origine tectonique.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. An zwei benachbarten Gletschern in Westland auf Neuseeland wurden Geschwindigkeitsmessungen ausgefuhrt. In einem der beiden, dem Franz Josef G lacier, ist eine Langsbanderung
ausgebildet, die mit m ehr oder wen iger konstanten Fliessgeschwindigkeiten libe r die ganze Gletscherzunge
hinunter verknupft ist. Die Banderung des zweiten , d es Fox G lacier, hat transversalen Charakter, verbunden
mit hohen Spannungswerten in druckbelaste tem Eis und gletscherabwarts betrachtlich abnehmenden
Fliessgeschwindigkeiten. Die hiichsten Spannungswcrte tre ten an tektonisch bedingten Schmutzbandern
und Schubflachen auf.

INTRODUCTION

Fox and Franz Josef Glaciers are close to each other (Fig. I ) , are of similar size and general
appearance, and incised in the western slopes of the Southern Alps. Franz Josef Glacier
(Fig. 2) is about II km. long and rises in an undulating nh.'!! enclosed by mountains rising to
3,048 m. The firn line is at about 2,000 m. whi le the valley tongue is about 4 km. long and
descends a steep and broken ice fall into a deeply entrenched valley (Fig. 3a, b ) . In 1956 when
this study was made the glacier terminated on ly 230 m. above sea-level near the western
escarpment of the Southern Alps bllt it has now retreated to an a ltitude of about 295 m. (see
Fig·3 h ) .
The composite neve of Fox Glacier is backed by mountains up to 3,498 m. (Fig. 4) and the
glacier has a total length of 15 km. , of which the valley tongue makes up 8 km . (Fig. 5) . Below
the main ice fall, however, the tongue of Fox Glacier averages only 4° of slope compared wi th
8° for Franz J osef Glacier.
Annual sedimentary layers are apparently destroyed in the course of passage down the
ice falls and have not been found in the valley tongues of either glacier. This contrasts with the
more gently sloping adjacent Tasman Glacier, where as many as 22 annual sedimentary
layers crop out over a distance of 5 km. below the firn line.
The ice of the lower 3 km. of Franz Josef Glacier displays a prominent, steeply dipping
longitudinal flow foliation (Fig. 6), which is a schist-like combination of parallel cleavage a nd
a ltern ating laminations of clear blue and white bubbly ice. In clear ice freshly exposed to the
a ir the foliation appears to consist of parallel sheets of air bubbles, but pencil rubbings show
that the ice crystals are elongated an average of 92 per cent parallel to the foliation in the
horizontal plane (Fig. 7) . Within a few hundred metres of the terminus this gives way to a
transverse foliation which dips inwards and up-glacier at angles of 30- 60°. In the zone of
transition both foliations are present. Near the terminus there were, in 1956, two thrust-planes
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Locality map cif the Fox and Franz Josef Glaciers, showing the strike and dip offlow foliation

o r overthrust faults parallel to the foliation of the type described below as " moraine ogives"
(Fig. 8) .
In lower Fox Glacier flow foliation is prominent and is all of the transverse type cropping
o ut in a broad U concave up-stream. As in Franz Josef Glacier, the ice leaves the neve by way
of a steep ice fall, but at the foot of Fox Glacier ice fall are a series of crescentic ice bulges, or
Forbes ogives, and the foliation is parallel to the ogives. Along the lateral margins the foliation
dips inwards at angles of 70- 90°, but along the mid-line the dip is 50- 70° up-glacier. Over-
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The upper Frall Z J ose! Glacier wilh the Minarels (3 ,048 m. ) in the dislal1ce. The /)osiliol1s of surv~ lines [ 105 are
shown

2.

thrusting pa rall el to the foliation has given rise to prominent tectonic b lue bands (Fig. 9) and
dirt-band ogives (for definition see [Ward], 1953) grading into prominent thrusts which
include a layer of milled mud, sand and gravel, a nd occasional bould ers up to 1 m. in diameter.
Usually these layers do not exceed 20 cm. in thickness but they often crop out for 200 m. across
the glacier. A combination of differential movement and ablation concentrates this rock waste
into a curving arcuate supraglacial bank of moraine which may reach a height of about 5 m.
in a period of 6 months before being reduced by slumping and rain wash. Similar arcuate
supraglacial moraines are to be seen near the termini of most of the major glaciers of the
Southern Alps.
The hanging wall of the faults projects in places as much as 2 m. over the lower wall but
the overhang may be due to more rapid ablation of the dirty lower surface (Fig. 10).
The term for thrust faults with included moraine suggested by [Ward] ( 1953) of " d ebris
laden shear-plane ogives" is too cumbersome for ordinary use and the writer would prefer
the term " moraine ogives".
GLA CIER EQUILIBRIUM

In company with the majority of glaciers of the temperate regions, Fox and Franz Josef
Glaciers have been retreating at an accelerating rate since the first records were made in 1867,
especially since 1935. Fluctuations of Franz Josef Glacier have been summarized up to 1948
by Suggate (1950). Franz Josef Glacier retreated approximately 660 m. between 1935 and
2
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Fig . 3. Fran z:. Josef Glacier. (a) Survey lines 4 to 9 are shown; (b) In the winter of I96I showing recession since [95 6.
(National Publicity Studios photographs )

1956 and thinned about 100 m. over the lower reaches . Following a winter of unusually heavy
snowfa ll in 1946 the glacier thickened greatly and in 1948 it advanced about 0'5 km. but by
1951 it had resumed the general retreat. Since 1956 further retreat of about 600 m. has taken
place (personal communication from W. Sara) .
Fox G lacier retreated 1,000 m. between 1935 and 1956 and a further 800 m . since then.
RATES OF FLOW OF FRANZ JOSEF GLACIER

In March 1956, meas urements of flow rates were made a long nine transverse profiles at a
tota l of 33 stations (Fig. I I ) . Three of the profiles were in the neve region and six in the va lley.
The latter profiles each extended about half the width of the glacier from fixed bases si tuated
on a l ternate sides of the glacier. Measurements were made by theodolite over periods of 6 to
48 hr. , a longer period being used where flow was slowest. Error is considered to be less than
5 per cent at all stations other than lin e 4 on Franz J osef G lacier where, due to ice instability,
observation only lasted 6 hr. and er ror may be as high as ± 10 per cent. In a ll oth er cases the
duration of observation exceeded 24 hr. R epeated measurements did not indicate more than
minor diurnal fluctuations. Typical of many workers is the experience of Meier and others
(1954) who found diurnal variations of up to 50 per cent on Saskatch ewan Glacier, but the
high temperatures with low daily range experienced at low altitude in Westland , New Zealand,
could be expected to minimize such effects.
Only the horizontal component of movement was measured, a lthough it has been shown
theoreticall y by R eid (1896) and found in practice by Perutz and Seligman (1939) that there
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Fig . 4. Part of the neve of Fox Glacier with (from the left ) Mounts Tasman and Torres with Mount Cook (3,764 m. ) in the
distance. Note the U-shaped slump beginning to form on the right near the top of the Fox Glacier ice fall

is, in addition , an upward and outward component in the region of ablation and an inward
and downward component in the region of accumulation.
In Table I the distance of the stations up-glacier is referred to Park Rock, a prominent
Toche mouionnee which was then 657 m. from the glacier terminus.
Maximum flow rates in general were found near the mid-line of the glacier (Table I ) with
the highest rate (245 cm. /day) immediately below the point where the neve enters the constricted valley and above a steep ice fall of 30° slope. The great reduction in flow rate at the
foot of this ice fall to 66 cm. /day must indicate considerable thickening of the glacier at this
point.
As the glacier is now in a state of retreat, the flow rates are low compared with those
measured during periods of ice advance in the past. Thus, Bell ( 19 IQ) recorded a rate of
61 cm. /d a y in 1908 near the present terminus when the ice was about 60 m. thicker and
reached about 700 m. farther down-valley, while a rate of 90 cm. /day was recorded near the
terminus a t the height of the 1948 advance (personal communi cation from R. vVarburton ) .
RATES OF FLOW OF

Fox

GLACIER

In January 1955 stakes were placed at intervals up Fox Glacier as near as possible to the
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mid-line (Fig. 12), and the flow rates were recorded at intervals over periods ranging from
5 to 61 days (Table II ) , Again, there appeared to be no short-term variations,
In April 1956 a further set of measurements was made on Fox Glacier (Table Ill ) . The
datum referred to is the position of the terminus in 1955 when it was opposite a tourist gallery
on Cone Rock, a prominent roche moutonnee, but in the interim period of 14 months the ice front
had retreated 300 m, and the surface of the lower glacier had dropped by about 15 m.

TABLE I. FLOW RATES OF FRANZ JOSEF GLACIER, 1956
Line

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

Peg

a
a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d
e
a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d
a
b
a

TABLE

Distance from
bank

Flow rate

km,

m,

cm,/day

10'0

200
90
27 0
36 5
55 0
117
27°
455
640
2
67
21 3
412

3,8

9'5
9'5
9'5
9'5
9'0
9'0
9'0
9'0
5'5
5'5
5'5
5'5
4'4
4 '4
4'4
4'4
4'4
2'9
2'9
2'9
2'9
2'3
2'3
2'3
2'3
1,6
1,6
1,6
1,6

3
87
17°
220
36 5
I

63
146
23 1
57
114
23 6
455
3
55
137
164

0'5 8
0'5 8
0'4

n,

Peg

A
B
C
D
E
F

Distance from
Park Rock

3' I
6'4
11' 7
18'5
7'4
8,I
20'3
19'5
50 ,8
132' I
132' I
245' I
8'3
3 1 '7
54'0
66'0
63'5
40 ,6
54,6
59 ' 4
54,6

Locality

Mackay Rocks
Mackay Rocks

Mackay Rocks

Almer Junction

Foot of ice fall

Cape Defiance

5' I
15'9
33'0
36 ,6

Arthurs Cataract

6'9
27'2
37'3
36, I

Roberts Point track

8'9
5'7

Terminal face

°

Moraine-covered ice
hummock

FLOW R ATES OF Fox GLACIER, J ANUARy- FEBRUARY 1955
Distance from
terminus

Flow rate

m,

cm, /day

4,57 0
1,93 8
9 14
686
457
91

13 1 ' 3
41'9
3 2 '0
12'7
7'7
5' I
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Victoria Creek
Below lower ice fall
Yellow Creek
On terminal moraines
On terminal moraines
On terminal moraines
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TABLE Ill . FLOW R ATES OF Fox GLACIER, APR IL 195 6

Peg

D istancefrom
[.955 termi:llIs

Distancefrom

m.

m.

cm. /clay

A.

4,4 80

224

38. I

C.
C,

1 , 000

6+

1 , 000

Cl

1, 000

133
230

7 '9
14. 6
2 1 ·6

D.

69 0

' 50

4' ,

Flow rale

Locality

marguz

Victoria Creek
Yellow C ree k
Yellow Creek
Yellow Creek
On terminal moraines

Fig . 5 . Fox Glacier from Cone Rock. Note the transversefolialion. crevasses and thrusting on the left
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal foliation in Franz Josef Glacier about

I

km. from the terminus

<

o
Cm

fig. 7. Copy of pencil rubbings of a horizontal section of ice crystals in the longitudinal foliated ice, Franz Josef Glacier. The
direction of flow is shown
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These stakes were placed as nea r as possibl e to the stakes of the same number of the previous
year, with Cl in the line Cl, Cl, C 3 approximately coinciding with C of the year before. A
marked decrease in flow rate averaging about 35 per cent is shown, which , in view of the rapid
retreat of the glacier, is not unexpected.

Fig . 8. ComjJressive foliation and a moraine ogive at the terminus of Franz J osef Glacier, J 955

MARGINA L AND BASAL SLIP

At lin es 4, 5, 6 a nd 8 on Franz J osef G lacier (Fig. 13) it was possib le to place movement
stakes on the very edge o f the glacier. The amo un t of marginal sli p rel a tive to the maximum
flow ra te near the cen tre of the glacier can be expressed as:

Vm
X
Vs

1 00,

where V", = maximum fIow rate near the middle of the g lacier, a nd V s = margina l fIo""
rate at t he sid e of the g lacier.
The marginal slip at lin e 4 was 20 ' 7 per cent, 68· 3 per cent at lin e 6 and 18· 4 per cen t at
line 8 . At lines 5 a nd 7 the marginal slip was lower , being less than 1 2 per cen t. The m arginal
slip was greatest where the enclosing vall ey wall s are steepest.
No estimates can b e made of the a moun t of basal slip, though the presence of dirt band s
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and mora ine ogi ves containing garnet-schist, a rock type extending only 5 km. up-gl acier,
show tha t some slip is taking place near the termini of both glaciers.
There is little information on the amounts of basal slip in other glaciers but McCall ( 19Y2 )
found a basal slip of 90 per cent in a cirque glacier only 50 m. thick, while Gerrard and others
( 1952 ) found it to be 50 per cent in a g lacier 130 m. thi ck.

Fig . .9. Compressite foliation on Fox Glacier, with dirt-band og ives etched by accelerated ablation. N ote the crevasses crossing
the foliation at right-angles

STRAIN RATES AND CORRELATION WITH STRUCTURES

The flow rate of the ice in the lower part of Fox Glacier decreases rapidly towards the
terminus (Fig. 14). This is to be expected as it has long been known that the ablation zone of a
glacier must be in a state of compression. Thickening consequent on this compression compensates in part for the Im: s ~s by ablation (Reid, 1896).
Places at which the flow ra te decreases most rapidly coincide with areas of well-developed
transverse foliation , dirt bands and moraine ogives. This state of affairs is also supported by
classical theory, as Nye ( 1952 ) has deduced the possible slip planes of a glacier under compression and one set of these closely approximates in attitude to that of the thrust faults, dirt
bands and foliation found. The characteristic V-shape concave up-glacier in plan of these
featurcs is, of course, due to marginal drag.
By comparing the difference in flow rate bctween two adjacent points along the median
line of the glacier, a strain-rate can be derived and this can then be compared with the type
of deformation structure found. The expression used is
Percentage strain (day- I)

=
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Fig. 13. Flow-rate profiles for Fran z Josef Glacier
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Fig . 14. Variation in (Iow rale alollg the lellgth qf Frall Z J osif ( 1956 ) alld Fox Glaciers ( 1955 alld 1956). CF = compressive
foliatioll; LF = long itudinal fo liatioll; NoF = no foliation; 0 = moraine ogives

wh er e V, = dail y displacement of a point on the median lin e; V 2 = dail y displacemen t of a
point a lso on the media n lin e a short distan ce down-g lacier of VT ; S = horizOlltal distance
between points.
It i, not co nsid ered likely that th e strain -rate stays constant over long periods of time.
Idea ll y, th e two points taken shou ld lie as cl ose together as possible but this was no t found to
be practical, because it wou ld take a long period of time to estab lish accurately the differentia l
Aow ra te with th e m ethods used. \!\Then this was attempted , th e stakes melted out. H owever,
w ith points 200 to 1 , 000 m. apart additional factors affecting th e horizon ta l component of
Aow rate must pl ay a part, such as differences in slo pe and thickn ess of the ice between th e
two poin ts and loss of intervenin g ice by ab la tion, whi le thrust formati on m ay have been
triggered in some places by bottom irregularities. N evertheless, there is a fair correspondence
between compression rate and structure in th e different glaciers a nd at differen t times. These
m ay be summarized as foll ows:
D aily strain-rate
o . 0 I per cen t corn pression to
o· 00 I per cen t extension
o· 0 I to o· 04 p er cen t compression

o · 04 to o' 05 per cen t compression
0'05

to o · I per cen t compressio n

Structure found
Long itudina l foli a tion.

Transverse tecton ic b lue bands dippin g upg lacier a t about 40°, grading into 'weak
tra nsverse folia tion.
Well-developed transverse folia tion with cl osely
spaced dirt-ba nd ogives.
As above together with m o ra in e ogives up to
:20 cm. thick at intervals of 10 to 50 m .
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Relict structures may persist for some time in a region where the strain-rate is lower than that
existing at the time of formation . Overfolds of compressive foliation (Fig. 15) p ersisted for
some months though d eformation was so severe that it was unlikely that slip could still be
taking place parallel to the foliation. The presence of such folds a lso demonstrates that plastic
deformation can occur in addition to the deformation ta kin g place a long discrete slip planes.
I ce moving from th e zone of longitudin a l foliation to the zone of compressivc flow n ear the
terminus of Franz J osef Glacier h as obliterated the old foliation and developed the new one
in the course ofa year, though in a n intermediate zone both sets of folii a re present. U nstressed
ice exposed in seracs recrystallizes rapidly with incr ease in grain-size from the range 1 to 2 cm.
to the range 5 to 10 cm. with loss of fo liation, in the course of very few weeks.
The non-appearance of a compressive transverse foliation at the foot of Franz J osef Glacier
ice fall where the daily compression rate is as high as o· 16 per cent is not accounted for.
Possibly such a foliation is formed at depth but, as the glacier then enters a region of extending
or laminar flow, the foliation is immediately replaced by the longitudin a l type be/ore it becomes
visible at the surface. Possibly the fact that the flow in the ice fall is Elock-Schollen m ay a lso
be significan t.
Of great interest are a series of glacier slumps or normal faults forming great U -shaped
crevasses concave down-glacier, which originate at the head of the main Fox G lacier ice fall
where the ice must be und er great longitudina l tension (Fig. 16) . T hese are simil a r in shape
to th e slip planes deduced by Nye ( 1952 ) for a glacier und er extending flow, but they occu r at
intervals of about 1 00- 150 m. a nd are crossed by the usual convex up-glacier crevasses typical

Fig . 15. Overfolding of compressivefolialioll al depth in Ihe lower Fox Glacier , 1956. Note the small moraine arc in the right
background. The Iree Irimline in Ihe dislance /)robab£v dates from the early nineteenth or late eighteenth centu ry
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Fig. J 6. The Fox Glacier iceJall viewedJrom Chancellor H ut. Note the U-shaped slllmj)s which are concave dow n-stream

of a glacier under tension. In the course of passage down the ice fall these faults invert, first
b ecom ing stra ight a nd transverse to the line of the glacier Row a nd finally becom ing a
U-shaped series of ridges and ho llows concave up-g lacier at the {oot of thc ice fa ll (Fig. 17) a nd
resembling Forbes ogives in ap p earance. The compressive folia tion which appears at the foot
of the icc fall is p arallel to them.
Possibly, as suggested by Nye ( 1952 ), the compressive fo liation fo llows any suitably
orientated p la ne of weakness already present.

CREVASSE P ATTE R NS

The compressive fo liation of Fox Glacier is, except in areas of loca l bottom irregularities,
consisten tl y associa ted with a pattern of concave chevron crevasses which crosses the foliation
a t right-angles (Fig. 18). This means that near the glacier margins the crevasses are nearly
normal to the lin e of flow, while a long the mid-lin e they usua lly consist of hair-line cracks
nearly parallel to th e line of Row.
In deforming ice the crevasse plane is normal to the maximum tension and para ll el to the
pla ne of maximum compression. This constant association between crevasse line a nd "veining"
(foliation) was recognized long ago by H opkins ( 1862) but who nevertheless believed that the
fo liation was formed by pressure and not by shear as advocated by Forbes ( 1859) . H opkins
fai led to realize that, though the direction of m aximum compressio n is normal to the fo liation
in pla n, it diverges from it at a considerab le angle in vertical sectio n (Fig. 18).
Crevasses associated with the longitudinal foliation of Franz J osef Glacier are usuall y
confined to within 100 m. or so o f the glacier margins except wh ere the slopc is convex, in
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Fig . / 7. T he lower part of the Fox Glacier ice fa ll. Slumps have inverted, becoming concave up-stream on the right where the)' ale
parallel to a compressive fo liation which can be faintly seen on the lower right (National P ublicity Studios jJhotog raph )

F ig. I 8. Idealized vertical longitudinal alld plan views of the lower F ox Glacier. Solid lines represent compressive fo liation and
moraine ogives; broken lines represent crevasses
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which case straight crevasses extend the full width of the glacier. :Measurement of 60 crevasses
showed that all of the marginal variety were formed at angles of 40- .50° to the valley sides.
Differential flow causes the crevasses to rotate about vertical axes. After rotation of about
0
20 they no longer continue to open and a re melted out and vanish in a period of a few weeks.

ABLATION RATES

Measurements of ablation rates on both glaciers were made by measuring the height of the
ice surface from the bottom of a drilled hole 30- 40 cm. deep. The holes were invariably water
filled and convection may have a llowed some melting to take place at the bottom of the hole.
Ablation rates vary greatly with weather conditions, being greatest on the frequent days of
torrential warm rain.
At an altitude of 350 m. on both glaciers the ablation at intervals spread over the months
of J anuary to April, averaged 8· 2 cm.jday without significant variation, the maximum
being I I' 2 cm. /day.

CONCLUSIONS

Under compression, glacier flow appears to take place by a combination of basal slip,
differential slip a long up-sloping planes with some plastic deformation, which can give rise
to overturned folds in the old foliation which is then replaced by a new foliation closer to the
theoretical sl ip planes. Whether slip is evenly distributed, confined to a few surfaces at a time,
is regular or proceeds in a series of small jerks, as was found by Chamberlin ( 1928) in an
overthrust in "Brenva Glacier", is not yet known.
The conditions under which the longitudinal foliation is formed are not well understood.
Elongation of crystal fabric, flattening of air bubbles and the presence of cleavage suggest that
here a lso the maximum compressive stress is inclined at an angle to the foliation and that
shear is parallel to it. The flow-rate profiles (Fig. 13 ), however, show that there can be no
differential movement between laminae in the horizontal longitudinal direction near the
mid-line of the g lacier, though the foliation is well developed there. Adjustment to change in
width of the confining valley wall is made by crumpling and folding about vertical axes, as
seen below Cape Defiance.
Flow in Franz Josef G lacier ranges between weakly compressive to weakly extensive. No
foliation similar to the type deduced by Nye ( 1952) to be developed under conditions of
cxtending flow has been observed. The slum p faults concave down-glacier seen in the Fox
Glacier ice fa ll may be a demonstration of extending flow, but ice may be too weak under
tension to form a foliation and on ly a few slip surfa ces are formed at intervals of 100 m . or
more .
The longitudinal foliation is probably of laminar flow type but more refined techniques
must be used to study why such a foliation shou ld be found near the mid-line of a g lacier and
why it shoukl be dipping steeply across a glacier many times wider than it is deep.
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